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NOTES

WAIT is part of a series of works in progress that were started in

1982. The piece explores the nature of a simple spoken text,

in a complex sound environment, as it moves from having verbal value,

towards more value as sound, and back towards simple verbal value. This

transformation is accomplished by the use of digital delay lines. The

performers continue the process of transformation in real time. (KA)

DOSWA - - A Delicate Process (Decay/Organic/Ssplat/Waaarning/Aaaah)

This is an extended meditative piece in five movements. The

overall effect of this "music" is to draw the listener to thoughtlessness

and self-realization.

Only a handful of primarily acoustic sounds (mandolin note,

pneumatic drill, acoustic saw, electric saw, 3 multi-oscillator tones)

were recorded and processed in different ways in each movement (tape

splicing, tape reversal, tape delays, ring modulation and frquency

shifting) • (RS)

SUSPI€IOUS a visit to myoId high school - an aural trip down

memory lane, taken in trepidation. Conctrete sounds,

voice and tape loops. (1978) (DF)

BREAK An acoustic piece of no fixed form. The participants, without

score, are reminded that its duration is of between 12 and 15

minutes. Optional instruments, (including CAWFEE MAHCHlNES and JONS) ,

can be found to the left and right of the main performance space. (KA)

THE SNEEZE December 1979 The Sneeze was inspired by a high-speed

photograph I once saw showing the explosive spray of saliva

caused by the involuntary action of a human sneeze. This piece is an

aural interpretation of this photograph.

The opening statement provides the ground rules for the piece, and

invokes the surreal world of slowed down instantaneous actions such as



sneezes. The ensuing exploratory journey thrQugh this world reaches two

climactic peaks, the first being the greater of the two.

Instruments used were· . R 1VOlce, plano, a evox 2 track tape recorder, and

several human sneezes. (D .l. )

A Rock in the Water 2 1/2 mins. Janu~ry 1980*

A collage of impressions recorded on a visit to Newfoundland the
lead-in composed with tape-loops mainly from mater~l edited' out of
the lightly electronically treated child's song which follows. The
wind at the end was recorded in a metro station; back in the city?

* part one of a work in progress.

S~L1CTIONS (1978)

(TW.)

In this piece I attempted to compose a work less abstract and

expressionistic than my previous electronic music. I wanted to produce

a more objectiv~ work using a minimum of manipulation , and to avoid

using a discursive musical language, therefore 'concrete', 'real' ,

material was chosen.

From ~ay 24 to ray ]1, 1978, I made a series of stereo recordings

of the events occuring outside of my downtown Montreal apart~ent_;w!ndow. Each

recording lasted for the duration of a seven inch tape travelling at

a speed of fifteen inches per second. A master tape was made by

superimposing these eight recordings in a density order moving from

one to eight and back to one again, while retaining the sequential

succession of the week.

A two-channel tape was made by selecting events from the quadra

phonic master resource tape. Dynamics, density, texture, and timbre

changes were used to shape the piece, and although I resisted the

temptatio~ to tamper with the material by using the various tape

treatment techniques, I allowed myself to use some tape loops' in order

to slighty alter the naturalism of this acoustic environment.

This work is not in 'open'form and should not be considered as

an 'environment , piece to be heard in an haphazard manner. I con

sider it to be a structured and shaped piece of music.

The duration is fifteen minutes.

0]/12/78 j.j.w.



NOTES and NOISES

The first in a series of notes about noises from the Concordia Electronic

Music Studio, and from the CONCORDIA ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC COMPOSERS' GROUP.

Tonight is the second in a series of concerts of electro-acoustic music

this year at Concordia, featuring music by Concordia, Concordia-related

composers, and friends of the same.

The Concordia University Electronic Music Studio sort of emerged from a

strange mixture of discarded tape recorders about 10 years ago, on the

twelfth floor of the Hall Building of the then Sir George Williams University.

This year, the studio was moved onto the third floor of the Refectory in

the Music Department.

The C.E.C.G. is a loose association of people who have worked in or around

the studio during this time. The studio has from time to time been the

(partial) home of several live electro-acoustic performing groups, among

them MetaMusic - the sound of three hands clapping (shared with McGill),

Towards the Performance of an Available Music (1975 - 77) and Devilled Egg

(1976) .

The latest group to partially adopt this wayward waif is the group C.E.C.G. EGG.

During the year, members of this group will litter the floors and paper

your ears with their participation in these concerts, in the format of

processing tape sounds (e.g WAIT !), performing with tape (e.g. SUN), and

also in live performance without tape (e.g. WAOIIFTM series).

Future NOTES and NOISES will describe the studio, its history, its people,

its future, and other related things. Also in the coming months, this page

will see the presentation of various points of view and ideas on topics

ranging from philosophy to artificial intelligence and beyond.

The next two concerts in this series will take place on Monday November 8th,

and Monday December 13th. For more information please do not hesitate to

speak to me after the concert.

Kevin Austin
Director of Electronic Music Studio (C.E.C.G. 1982 - x - 04)
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NOTES

HAlT TOO~ is the second of a series of works in progress that were started in

1982. The piece explores the nature of a simple spoken text in a

complex sound environment, as it undergoes various electronic processes. The

main processing device is the digital delay line. The performers continue the
process of transformation in real time. (KA)

MOLTEN VOICE The piece consists of a series of sound images

punctuated by excerpts taken from each section and
repeated. The sound sources, which include recorded natural and mechanical
sounds, simple and complex synthesized sounds, and white noise, the text, the

structure and the title all relate to the concept of a transitional process

that is both ruthlessly abrupt and incomprehensible except on a primitive

level of awareness. Created in the Concordia Electronic Music Studio in the
Winter of 1979-80. (JT)

JIMS GEMS The resolution of strong tensions introduced in this piece, and

the relatively restful pace are reflective of the fact that it

was composed during a joyous although eventful period of my life. As in
Molten voice_ this piece consists of a series of sound images based on highly

differentiated sound sources: white noise, simple and complex synthesized
sounds and sounds recorded from a radio. Continuity is manifested in the
rhythm and the over-laying of adjoining sections. 'Gems' is a convenient
spelling of 'jsms', 'which is the phonetic transcription of James. Concordia

Electronic Music Studio - Fall 1980. (JT)

A RADIO PLAY IN THO PARTS - BOTH OF WHICH ARE ME
Building blocks in motion; a tale of compartmentalization and

alienation; for 2 tape recorders, synthesizer, piano and voice.

(1977 ) (OF)



BREAK - 2 - Another one of those 'no-fixed-form l
- 'truth/beauty-is-where-

you-find-it l
- acoustic pieces. As in the previous version (cf)

the participants, without aid of written score - but now expected to have a

little experience, are again reminded that its duration is of between 10 and

12 minutes - (optional instruments such as CAWFEE MAHCHINES and JONS will be

found where previous players left them, to the exterior, left and right) -

and this formally continuum type piece will rudely be interrupted by the tuning
of the band in

INTRO - a piece of marginal interest, for tape, performers and slides. This

is a traditional piece, played by various orchestras and bands before

concerts, used to make sure that the reed will still play, and that the G-String

is still attached. Duration 8 minutes - with slides.

FRANCE LAFLEUR (I) A new work, of one hour and six minutes in duration, for

tape, slides, guitar, electric piano and electronic

modification. A relatively completely, absolutely new direction down old well

worn paths. The programme note continues: An artist, (The artist), in the

grips of a sense of severe illusionary depression, attempts, through ingestion

of a non-fatal dossage of a poisonous head-ache drug, to experience a psychotic
trip through one of his/her isomorphic reality maps (I/O area).

Sound / Text / and Music in ambiguous-ambivalent flow/flux.
The work is for, and dedicated to France Lafleur whose interest and concern for

new music inspired its composition.
Instrumentation: tape, 320 slides, dissolves, electric piano, guitar, electronics,

and on the tape, voice, fluids, bottles, DOLls, 0-224 with very thin walls.
(1982) (KA)

(Special thanks to A.V.D. Loyola for assistance in this concert series, and in
special assistance in preparation of the slides.)



NOTES and NOISES

The second in a series of notes about noises from the Concordia Electronic Music

Studio, and from the CONCORDIA ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC COMPOSERS' GROUP (C.E.C.G.).

This evenings concert, the third in the Series I, features music by Concordia

and Concordia-related composers.

Thi s concert has found as its theme, I t~ords / Sound / Mus i c'. Duri ng the

evening, an exploration of the possible relationships of these areas is from
time to time focussed upon by the various works.

Is it possible to hear a word only as sound. Is it possible to hear a word

only as music. Is it possible to hear music only as sound.

The exploration of semantic value in traditional language analysis (vocabulary

syntax-semantic) has had to be extended to the level of 'motivation'.

At this level, whether the language is verbal, visual or musical (among others),
it may be found that there is a merging of these apparently divergent fields.

Given this general model, it is possible to have several language systems
operating at the same time, each containing different semantic values, while
being coherent(true) to a more fundamental source.

It would appear in the conventional wisdom, that at the level of vocabulary,

there is a hierarchical (or better yet, set - sub-set) relationship between
words, sound and music in terms of vocabulary. i.e. Words are a sub-set of
music, and music is a sub-set of sound.

t1any years ago, John Cage, the American philosopher said: "Music is all

around us, if only we had ears, we wouldn't need concert halls."

He seems to be talking about the relationship of music-sound at the level of
vocabulary, but is he not in fact talking about need (motivation)?

It has been said that most people talk to avoid saying anything.

The next two concerts in this series will take place on Monday December 13th,

and Monday January 17th. For more information, please do not hesitate to
speak with me after the concert. Thank you.

Kevin Austin Director of Electronic Music Studio (C.LC.G. 1982 - xi - 08)
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"'I'EMI'S AFFREUXll

Par Lise Sicard

bande mag~~).f§ttq1..1E? a 38 C~'l/ sec
duro 3,0 ~ln1..1Ge

novembre 1982

Le jour O"l), j' ai entre pris la t~.che de corl1po ser une

bande 'nagl1;§tique avec les cordes d' 1Jn Tliano et de la voix ,

j'ai debute6 par l'enregistrement de difI§rents ESSAIS avec

le microphone et les differents niVea"L1X d' enregistrement •

Fuis en cette jO"Lrrn6e 01..1 il pleuvait, pleuvo.it,

pleuvait, j' o.i decide de former D.ne bande magn6t:ique avec

cette impression de Elorne pluie • J-' enregistrais donc Ie

bruit de l'eau se transvido.nt d'1.ID verre [1. l'o.utre •

Se rechercho.is po.rticulH:!rement Ie moment 01..1 les

deU2';: verres sont remplis en quantite egale et que I' eau

tombe goute a goute C01';1':";1e 10. pluie . ~r' ai fait lffie b01..J.Cle

de ces bru?_ts .i.~articuliers (tue j' ai !nis de cote • J?o.r dessus

cette series de bruits de verres se tro.nsvic1ant j'o.i enregistre

quelques bruits des cordes clu :piano 8t jo1..1er avec ma volx et

les u feec1baclc ll retour du microphone •

J 1 ai ensuite sUlJerrO se mes ESSAIS Dremiers avec cette

derni8:t">8 bande magnetiq1..1e o.insi que 10. 10uIJe que j' avais mis

de cot,G • Lors des s1..1rimpressions j' ai b8a1..1C01..11) modifia mes

sons avec l' 11 equalizer" ogali zate1.:rc de frequence • :?uis

o.fin de donner U11 leger effet d' eCo j' ai 8uperpo se les deux

"c11anel" caneaux l'1Jn S1JX l'autre et ce de fagon repetitive.

Tout ceci formait ma premi~re bande mag116tique no.L.



Pour co,npo ser ma deuxie;;~e bancle nag-ni tique j' ai

enrecis'tre deuJ{ cordes de Vi~10 pinco sucessivement lllli1e

afres 1 1 autre avec un rythrQe regulier afin de creer mecani-

que,:lent 1a raisonnance de la pluie • Lors de l' enregistrement

j I ai fait vari:er les nivaux tentant de controler les reto'\)IS

de frequel1CeS • J"' en ai sorti lme boucle contenant les sons

correspondant Ie J)lus a la l)luie • Puis en utilisant a cha(1'1)·e

fois 11 l1equalizer" j'ai recopier en SU1)erpositions plusieurs

fois cette bande magDetique a vitesse varie ainsi que inverse.

J-' Y ai inclus ma clerniere boucle et ai t repete la transposition

d'm1 canal sur l'autre et vice et versa. Cela me donna ma

cleuxie:ne bande ma~sn(§tique no 11

J'avais done; (1) bruits, voi:K, piano

(11) piano

11 me manquait p:)ur equilibrer l' exercice vo ix verS"tlS

piano une bande magnetique avec uniquemen:t cle la vo ix •

Mon sujet otant la pluie et le terllI)S marne , je

suis partie a la rec11orc11l0 d' 1.111 ecrit rouvant 8"""T)r; "1(.:\1" ce-}"·i-e..... "")...1: _.I." - v ...t

sensation • J"e trouvais cette ocrit deJ:1s les 0 euvres completes

de Victor Hugo en un poeme intituler 11 Temps affret~"'{11 •

J'ai done enregistrer ce poeme avec des espace de

temps entre les verS . Lors de l'enregistrement je projetais

ma voix SUJ.~ les cordes du piano afin d' obtenir une legere

raiSOlUiaDCe naturel •

Cette '3nregistrement etan~ r10no j)honique j e l' ai retrans-

r:lis -' 1 1 ,. • ' ...sur "L.1l1e au ere Danae ,nagn';""Glque de J: agon decelere ,Separent

en deux caneau,""{ , lID retransmis clirectecnent sans Y'loclificatiol1

l'autre avec 20dification

C' est sur ce dernier Q.ue j' ai r:1ixe:c le s deu:: aut::ces



P01-l.rquC>.i avo ir cho isi ce l)O e'1e __articuliere'nent ?

Victor Hugo est vn5crivain que je respecte beaucoup

qui a s11bi t I)lusieurs Elalh81)TS , fatalite::; de 10. vie • S011

oeuv-re demeure cependant tres pres de 10. nature et e.e Diel-DC,

sereine elle vehicule beaucou} de simplicite •

Je pensais donc qu'en fouil1ant a travers son oel~Tre

je trouvero.is les 1)aroles dont j' avais besoin pOUT compl(~ter

Le ti -ere " Temps affreux II Tne fit penser 8. vn jOl)T de pltd.e

morne • Ii i'ut ecri t 10rs de 10. gl)elT8 de 187ID periode ou 10.

France etait en grande depression, c'@tait 10. guerre contre

10. prl.lsse qui avai t d6buter en aout et C() poeme qu.i fait parti

d'"lU1. receuil intitule "L'annee terrible li fut ecrit en avril 1871 •

L'stat d' aLle qui rne transpersa stlite a la lect'L"tre de ce

poeme m' a beatJcoup eInUe • Je le sentais tr(-;s actuel ce poene vieux

de cent ans , exprimant 1 t impuiss2.nce d' Vl1 seul hOr(lJrH~ face a
'Lme crise engendre par les hOJ"lTnes •

J t ai songe modifier 10. sonorite en dece1(§rant l' enre-

gistrement car je voulais ma voix plus grave ,1)lus pres de

l'a11drogine que feminine. J'atrrais voulu travailler ChaCl-ill des

pieds de ce ~;;oe:le par le :.nontage mais le tenl~f?S

.", "1 ,," .. , ) 1 1" . 1J 21. Conc QeClGe Qe e l1"e en eSI)a~an-c c 18.CtU'l

m' 21-1.r2is :nanque •

des 'lers les

laiss8...YJ.t venir goute ..• a goute ..•• ouvrant "lU'l (;;:;uace



t81TPorel rour mes autres bandes ma@,11etiques.

Et je ntai eu quIa juxtal~ser les trois bandes

TiJ.as11etiques qui se sont comp16t~ par elles m~J)1es d. I1)11e



(J.W.)

Dis-illusion 8 1/2 mins March 1981

A frustrated man!s attempts to reach the heights and depth of sound
of digital oscillators using analog equipment. There are the equivalent
of sb oscillators rising up to a plateau of barely perceptable change
in a landscape of banked and undulating sound.

Clocks Too A collective composition using voices, digital delay lines,
and an eight channel recorder. The work is in five distinct
sections, each of about 3 minutes duration. The text(s) are

interpretted each time in a higher (or lower) plain of awareness. This is
reflected in the technique that has had to be employed in the performance
of this work, inasmuch as, after the first layer is recorded, the tape is
rewound, and played back while the second layer is performed. The tape is
rewound, and played back while the third layer is performed. The tape is
rewound, and played back while the fourth layer is performed. Yes, yes ..
The coherence and underlying unity of meaning of the text becomes clearer
with each layer, while the acoustical nature of the sound becomes more
complex. (KA)

Rigeaud Sipfonietta This work is a distillation into a two channel
stereo field of twenty-one channels of temporally
and frequency related material. The inspiration

for the work was the Bavarian cali ope at Expo 67 which played, with wheezes
and missing notes, while the composer studied for his Abnormal Psychology
course, and played tuba in the Bavarian Band inside the Beer Garden.
Some listeners have claimed to hear the influence of the Bavarian Band in
this short piece, some the influence of the caliope. Others blame it on
the abnormal psychology, and there are those who put it down to the beer.
Composed in the studio of MetaMusiQuebec with a Synthi AKS. (KA)

B REA K T H R E E A work of respite and personal

relief. On this occassion, the

composer hopes that no truth or light breaks through into the

participants mind, as there still is another half to this

concert. Jons and Cofee Mashines are to the left and right

beyond, but why not look for the saki? All welcome. 12 - 15
minutes only, please.

Piece for Guitar A delicate work composed in the Concordia Studio in the
winter of 1980, the composers I sensitive ear is reflected
in the straight forward presentation of this piece. The

piece is for guitar with ring modulation. (KA)



600

Snow, Snow Evolving The composer writes, 11 Real time meets tape time.
Voice, record, tape and synthesizer. A departure
stylistically. (1979) 11 (DF).

Composed in the studios of CHOM-FM and Concordia University. (KA)

1. STRUCTURALISM: designed two-channel score
using basic shapes of geometry ( ) as
graphic symbols on frequency/syntax grid.

Score channell: a) statement b) retrograde
Score channel 2: a) inverted retrograde b) inverted statement

2. POST-STRUCTURALISM: built sounds using the geometric shapes as models.
Each model was passed through two interpretations, one
transparent and the other opaque yielding for example;
o becomes first a thin hollow sound, then a thick hollow
sound. --

3. POST-STRUCTURALIST EXPRESSIONISM: finally, revised and cut tapes
ruthlessly, in accord with aural response, and interjected
sonic commentary upon prior structure. (DL)

SONERGIE

by ALAIN THIBAULT - 1980

EINSTEIN HAS TAUGHT US THAT MATTER AND ~NERGY ARE CONVERTIBLE : E =
matter is condensed anergy. There is nothing else in the univarse

except energy.

2
mc ,

We can therefore replace the term "sounding matter" by "sounding energy".

Sounding energy or SONERGIE usos one of tho physicalsourcos of onvrgy to

roach tho body : namely air, which allows us to be touchod by sound waveS.

Sounding energy affects us both by hoaring and by touch. Tho music is

projoctod by audio-tactilo systoms which communicato a vibration to us.

Whon the tactilo auditor vibratos at tho sarno wavolongth or rosonatos in

sympathy with that Vibration, a communication occurs. A transfer of anorgy

is brought about.

TECHANICAL NOTES ON SONERGIE

This pieco, which is ontiroly realizod by an analog synthesizer, usos two

tochniquQs of synthesis : 1 - edditi~ 2 - modulation of tho froquoncy.

tor tho first, I draw upon tho works of Jean-Claude Risset on tho use of

additivQ synthosis to obtain sounds through e spoctrum of dissonanco with

tho computer. Tho socond tochniquQ colIs upon tho studios of John Chowning

on tho modulation of frequoncy by numorial synthesis.



This music is charactor~Qd by a constant mo~omont, 1,-/ from sounds
spe.~'t l'I't~l"h"\Ott',c::i:~""'bres t

with harmonic ~,to sections whoru " prodomino us,

2 _ from sounds suggostivo of instrumontal timbros, such as orgon,

tubular bolls ate., to sounds diroctly rolatud to tho synthosizer.

SONERGIE (1980)

Alain Thibault

Einstein nous a appris que Matiere et Energie sont convertibles l'un~en l'autre:
E • mc2, la matiere est de l'energie condensee.>

Il n'y a rien d'autre dans l'univers que de l'energie.

Nous pouvons donc remplacer le terme "matH~re sonore" par" energie sonore".

L~energie sonore ou SO}mRGIE utilise l'une des sources physiques d'energie pour
atteindre le corps: l'air, qUi nous permetd'~tre touche par les ondes sonores.

L'energie sonora nous penetre autant par l'ou~e que par le toucher.

La musique est projetee par des systemes audio-tactiles qui nous communiquent une
vibration.

Si l'auditeur-tactile vibre sur la m~me longueur d'onde ou resonne par sympathie
a cette vibration, il y a communication. Un transfert d'energie est effectue.

Notes techniques

Cette piece, realisee entieremcnt avec un synthetiseur analogique, utilise deux
techniques de synthase : 1. additive, 2. modulation de frequence. Pour la premi~

re je me refere a des travaux de Jean-Claude Risset sur la synthese additive pour
obtenir des sons a spectres inharm~niques avec l'ordinateur. Tandis que la deuxie
me fait appel aux etudes de John Chowning sur la modulation de frequence par syn-
these numerique. .

Cette musique se caracterise pas le passage constant l)de sons a spectres harmoni
ques vers des sections ou predominent des timbres inharmoniques 2).de sons rappe
lant des timbres instrumentaux (par exemple: orgue, cloches tubulaires, etc.) et
des sons f~isant directement reference au synthetiseur.

Entierement realise au Studio Bruit
Blanc , a Montreal.



NOTES and NOISES

The third in a series of notes about noises from the Concordia Electronic Music

Studio, and from the CONCORDIA ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC COMPOSERS l GROUP (C.E.C.G.).

This evening1s concert, the fourth in the Series I, features music by Concordia

composers, friends of Concordia, and a live performance by the group CECG-EGG.

The group CECG-EGG, Kevin Austin, Dave Lindsay, James Tallon and John Wells,
has been performing together for over two-and-a-ha1f years. Each member
composes individually in his own style and fashion, and brings into the
group certain unique approaches to the collective works that we perform.

This concert is the mid-point in the season for Series I, and a look into
next yearls concerts shows that there will be one evening focusing on music
for film, including an animated film, one evening built around music that
has been used for dance, live electronics on every concert, and another large

work which will include an extensive slide presentation.

The upcoming summer will see a series of eight to ten out-of-doors concerts

with both live and tape music. As a special feature of these concerts, there
will be four or more awards made to young composers for works composed in
recent times, to encourage their continued creative output, and to help
defray the costs of materials and time. More details about this will be
forth-coming. Composers are invited to submit tapes for performance in this
series.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank A.V.D. at Loyola, Janet, Paul
and all the guys for their assistance and co-operation.

Have a safe holiday season, and remember that the next two concerts are on
Monday January 17th, 1983, and Monday February 7th, 1983, right here.

Thank you

Kevin Austin: Director of Electronic Music Studio (C.E.C.G. 1982 - xii - 12)
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PROGRAMME NOTES

Halfte des Lebens a sonic translation of a poem by Holderlein, for voice,

synthesizer and Ste. Catherine St. (1978) (OF)

Scrambled Eggs an introduction to tape loops, suitable for bacon.
piece for 4 tape recorders, synthesizer and voice. (1978) (OF)

Roadside Litter Roadside Litter is dedicated to the Roadies, Dave and John.
It is based on their carefully culled collections of
acoustic and intellectual debris. An eclectic approach

was taken to the organization of materials on the tape, with dramatic connotation,
visual associations and sound patterns providing the fine structure within an
overall framework related to the complexity, variety and "na turalness" of the
sounds involved. Processing involves the use of digital delays and equalizers,
the latter being used to remove blocks of frequencies from the sound at various
times during the performance.
The tape was realized with the assistance of Kevin Austin in the Concordia
University eight track studio in January 1983. (JT)

Denis IJorrain

"._,' ..',<

P-A z versi6riLilinii1.Y.: (1976)
pour bande magnetique deux pistes.
duree: 11'30"

La version originale de cette piece a ete composeepour
huit voix, et creee'enconcert par l'Atelier laboratoire de
la Faculte de musique de l'Universite de Montreal en 1972.

C' est une piece stochastique classiqu.e -au sens ou Ie
detail des structures y est realise selon des regles probabi
listes__ , cependant inscrite dans une forme globaletres
simple et determinee: celIe d'ul1 vaste crescendo de tous les
parametrespr~s e~ consideration (densites, dur~es, intensites,
variete:.Cl~:.;.l;$IJibr~.s'). P-Aest basee sur une serie de phonemes

..f::C3.n <Lais.:cla'ss'8's·..·en orare de "sonorite" croissante, de fpI ~
",t]!iii~o;:::_. _



c< __"_=,_k~-¥j~r~lfh""'kjli£4s£0atB:.Bie-i a et e synth~tis ee par ordinateur
~~_:l~JTli~::'YBra:ft8.-<ia.~e4-.lI-e-;: .elle. ,fait usa.rre de timb:p~

·ps·~ll;~~:~-Q.nauxc'~1JQll~~tm m:Gd:el~~de struct~res formantiques
des-::.p1i.-9nBm~$"~.. _

,.:-.Eittrepr-.iise aa:ns'clCl>~solitude de' Luminy, elie etai t pour
mOl ~~sti~ee a effacer l'amertQme laissee par une premiere
vers~,?N;pq·\J.r bande Y'ealis eea,NI((;J:1treal en 1971. .Elle y r,'§ussi t,
gJJ'~l;rp19a:;ps.dgns la mesure_ou~.+'le,~:me permet de clor~ l' experience
~'. pe:!,~::'pr~s ,sans regrets :.lIyhila .ce que ga pouvaty,·~tre••• II •

. ,:,,\.. ,.

B REA K F 0 U R The first of two (viz Break Five) of these works
this evening. Don't let the sound of the traffic

getcha'dan. Being the smaller of this di-zygotic twinning, participants are
asked to hold ~t to under 10 minutes. Jons und Caffee - left und recht.

Penetrations I (1968-69-V), vIas created by alcides le..llza as alight ~<;l.

sound~~~~C'~nment, originally to be per~~rmedUpinga.,:i's:~.6ti~~.~,+O:fN~W' Yor:~'
Citi~; '.A.·/~rouPof off.i?e buildings '.. on Park AV~UE A:../>JD.5~d·;srrR.EET i'laS .to '.

h:~Yf'f.~~1r lights (on.each office) activated as .ON. al1d9l!iFs~:~1l:a~~?ns,

o~~;t~bi~.~ClbY amini-computer. • ,

t~~;<~'le9~roa.oustio musio orea,ted by Lanza incluo_6s esserit,iaily city

ga~~~red.~ythe composer in the streets and metro stations of NevJ York,

\..i ~~;,a,tJh:er. 4200 portc,ble tape recorcier. The vOices,;,ci; the argl:mtinian <pa~~'i
'~'~-;'.""~:.-'::_::,-::':j:"',->::" ,-':_-~ , .,' - -".---''+--''

ter:J>.lejaridro Puente and of Lanza himself are bar'ely <leteotable in the baok
}'?:",':.;. :;:',:' ,-': -'",;'-";:::'t:

gr)$d" at ,times. Some electronic sourees were obtainecJ_ at the' Columbia-Prin-
L",/.' ;' .,- ," \ ',::,'

cetdEmlectfonic Music Center, were the complete piece was assembled.

The o~ig~nal materials included 4 tracks with 23 minutes duration on each.

Out of these materials the composer subsequently derived s~";e:t'01 other pieces

for tape and instruments, all under the general title of Pe~~~ratl?ns.

Penetrations I,a,ttempted at a displacement of' sonic sources' {.'i,h'a;,·.B.¥'ty, for
,,' "",' " ".",.} "

example by playing back 'metro' sounds in an area were the·m.~t:r9:\sYstem

does not run;. 'in the visual aspect perhaps the intention wa~;::tP':';give a

ne\.. ,~eaning~io a section,{hl~wne,s conceived essentially as' archi tecture'.

Pe:q.etrations I ",ras cOiGnissioned by the Huseum of Contemporary Crafts, l~a'l

York, for 1ts e:711ibi tion "Sound", in 1969,;

a.l.
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Microphones 2N 3N 3N All All N

Modification 100% 100% SO% SO% 100% 100'10
-

Processing 0% 50% 50'lb SO'lb 100% 100.",

Tape Record Record Playback Playback Playbad< Playback

Overall
Amplitude 50% 100% 100% 50% SO% 100%

Overall Sound
Oirection EtoN NtoNE NEtoSW SW to-All Diredions-

Sound Timetable for Situation-1

0'-10' 10'-20' 20'-3IT 3D'-40' 010'-50' 50'-60'

For situation-2, another area contains a cluster of loud
speakers (see photo). These play the prepared 4-track tape
compoSition, together but not synchronized with the direct
broadcast of the same music, continuously dUring one hour.
Since the audience is ambulatory and transitory, tapes can
be repeated.

Equipment: Three tape recorders are needed--<>ne with
echo/reverb as well as set-sync potential; a second {or re
cording and delayed playback; and a third, capable of play
ing 4-track, half-inch tape. In addition, numerous micro
phones are required, with appropriate mixing facilities, am
plification and loudspeakers. Sound modification devices,
such as filters, ring modulators, and the above-mentioned
feedback circuitry, are also needed. Additionally, mobile
units are necessary for the loudspeakers and associated
equipment

Loudspeaker configuration designed by Jack Weisberg
..~

Toward darknessToward light

Light Timetable

BUildings 0'-10' 10'-20' 20'-30' 30'-4/)' 40'-50' 50'-W-

A 3' 2' l' Chance Chance 2'+3'

B l' i' Chance 3' Chance 2'+1'

C l' 3' Chance Chance Chance 1'+Ch.

D 2' Chance l' Chance 3' 2'+1'

Lights can be activated in different time-sequences. The
eight light-movement diagrams below indicate the move
ment patterns to be used. Patterns may be selected at will.

Sound: Two situations can be conSidered: For situation-1,
microphones are scattered among the public area to pick
up conversations, noises and car sounds, These sounds are
amplified, modified, processed (filtering and feedback), and
routed back to a different area, according to the table
below, where other sets of microphones repeat the process
again and again. The result is then recorded and played back
twenty minutes later at half the originally recorded speed,
thus lasting forty minutes and achieving a total performance
time of one hour. In the table below, the minimum number
of microphones is represented by N.

Each building will have one, two or three minutes to per
form a diagram, except when chance operation is indicated.
In this case, lights should, individually, go ON and OFF at
random.

1 2 3 4

~~~c:J
5 6 7 8

~][~[[]8

Procedure

Any section of the city, seen every day under unimpressive
conditions, can be changed by emphasizing a different set
ting and timing for the lights, departing from the usual
aspect of those areaS at the same time and hour, every day
or night.

-This pw. was propmed~ seriously conSidered by Mr. Ray Pierotti of
me Museum of CDnwnporolry Cr.iltts, New York City, as part of the mu·
seum's 1969 e2ltUbition. "'Sound." It w.s to be realized on Park Avenue
•• the 5200 ..00 53rd~ intersections, utilizing four bUildings in thAt
,J,f'U. UnfOft.uN.tety. the pJ.J.n W,J,S not adopted at that time by all con~

cemed. It it,. howeYef, to be realized .Jot a future dAte.

Lights: Window lights in the selected buildings are switched
ON and OFF, according to instructions. (Note: A computer
can easily handle this situation, programming hour-long
situations. Manual operation, of course, is also possible.)

PEHETRAnONS I (1l161-69-V)

1\ light and sound environment using a section of New
York City, with electronic music, city noises and electronic
extensions.

Proposal

,\::" /: A section of N<!wYork City can be used for the environment,
proposing the use of sophisticated elements of the area in an

,ii,' " i unsophisticated way. The basic physical elements include
,'::':.,"" four or five building facades at an appropriate intersection,
:,,:'i.. activating their office window lights.' Recordings or direct

transmission of city noises and sounds are distorted (in time
, and location) by routing the sounds of one area to another
area in the city. Necessary communication is achieved on
many levels; e.g., by a radio broadcast of a concert situation
(perfonning Lanza's 23-minute, 4-track tape composition,
Penetrations II, superimposed but not synchronized with an
other tape recorder playing the same composition in the
same area, multi-stereo. In addition to city noises, pre-
recorded or piped to this area from distant places in the
city, any amplified sound elements in the selected area
could be utilized, plus indirect TV and radio transmission
and direct observation from apartments and houses over
loolOng the selected area. If the selected area is a public
S<luare, several loudspeakers should irridale the sound in al/
directions to the audience lexistent or non-existent-pres
ence of a public should be considered non-essential for the
project). Radio broadcasts, TV transmissions, newspaper
commentaries, telephone connections, and any other com:
munication media are ideal channels for this work.

..1,



GWENDOlYNE DESCENDUE:

Gwend~i~e)s·a charac~er from an underground comic published during the '40's. At a
superftciaYlevel, her adventures seem to be excuses for explor-ing the possibilities
Qf bondage techniques, but the unity revealed through the use of symbols always returning

. to the theme of unfreedom as well as the stubborn repetitiveness of the closed world in
which the adventures take place creates an esoteric quality which inspired me to compose
this piece about the violent disappearance of the heroine. No longer will we hear the light

. sound of herstilettos as.we used to before she escaped from the corset of reality.
This piece is dedicated to Gwendolyne's creator. John Willie. .

(},)endoZyrzeestlm personna(/8 tJg bandes tJgssindes "undergrozmd"ci'es ~es '40. Lues au
premier tJggre, ses aventures ne seniJ1.ent etre .que des =es pour explorer 1.es possibil.it~s

au bondage, mals 1. 'unitl tJg styz.e pr58ente jusque dans l.es moin<:i'res ,synbo~es et z.a
Np~tition obstinde dans 1.es 1.imi.tes rig<YW:'eU8es d'un monde oloe l.eur donnent un aspeot
~sotl:roique qui m.a inspiN oette puce rez.atant z.a disparition j'OI'C~e de 1.'hboine.
Id, 1.'infini se rm;Ue n'etre qu'un corset.

Lapuoe est dedUe, au oNateur tJg (}')endoZyne, John WU1.ie.

GWENDOLYNE DESCENDUE:

par Bernard GaQnon
19R1

So~·of the techniques used in "Q../endolyne descundue:" also refer to the circular theme. Groups of
osc~ila~ors modulate.themselves in a continuous loop. Other techniques are "additive synthesis" and
freq~eri·cy, ring, amplt.tud~ nlodulationi vocoding and envelope following." . ,-. ~,. ~r.--~~ -.:.' -I'



c' ,

Gwendolyne est un personnaqe de bandes dessin~es

"underground" des ann~es 140. Son nom s'~cr;t avec un "i", ma;s j1imaoine
que sa beaut~ m'a port~ ~ utiliser un ";" Qrec.

Lues au premier deor~ par un esprit born~, ses aventures
ne semblent etre que des pr~textes pour ext~rior;ser les phantasmes f~ti

chistes de leur auteur, John Willie.

-Cep~ndant.llun;t~ de style pr~sente

jusque dans les moindres symbo;es et l'atmosph~re ~sot~r;que du "monde
clos" dans lequel ~volue Gwendolyne m'ont ;nsDir~ cette p;~ce relatant
la dispar;tion trag;que du personnaqe.



La pi~ce a une fonne "h~'ico'dale" descendante cornme
une corde qu'on attache autour de quelqu'un. 11 y a done identit~ entre
le th~rne et la forme. mais les techniques aussi sont circulaires. s'atta
chent. En effet. pour la r~alisation de 1'oeuvre, i'a; utilis~ beaucoup
de syst~mes r~troactifs de rna conception, tant au niveau structurel
qu'~lectronique.
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lei, l'infini se r~v~le n1etre Qu'un ~-c'-o.-,,-~!· $- E- T'

Pl'I') .1""'ais n(lus ne pourrons entendre le pas subti 1 de

ses "stilettos" ...



B REA K F I V E As promised earlier (viz Break Four), the larger
of this dy-zygotic pair (from the Greek zugoo - yolk

(transliterated)). As always. . .. etc etc ... 10 -15 min.

Nurse While the purists may wish to fault the ladies techniques, she
definitely has ideas. A strip of real life. Characteristics ,of

the composer's intellectual elitism are to be found throughout this work,
which while originally composed for four channel recorder, and performed
in concert by the Mills Workshop at Mill·s College in 1980, appears here
in a stereo version, assembled and mixed from the original materials, in such
a way as not to obscure the fine structure of the underlying complexity
metaphore, but rather in a most simple and determined global form approach
to the parametric dimensions of the work, do not bind her to the production
of, and therefore being restricted to, a forthright pointed statement of
her values within the reality that she feels that she often finds herself
constrained within. She would like to thank Ross for engineering the piano,
and unidentified friends for the most meaningful vocals. (KA)

Vortex Suite A six movement suite, taken from music composed for the dance
of the same name by the Montreal dancer, Iro Tembeck, in 1980.

Originally played in six channels, tonights performance is in four.
(i) GRRTCH 'Cockroaches' - synthesizer
(ii) HORNED MINUED French Horns
(iii) SHUDDER-ER-ER voices - processed
(iv) HORSIE voice an invocation to the race
(v) SLEEZE instruments the bar musicians life after a coupla' years
(vi) DISCO instruments - synthesizer entrance to the void?

(thanks to Ideas for the bed-tracks)

Created in the Audio-Visual Studios of Concordia University, the Concordia
Electronic Music Studio, and at home. (KA)



NOTES and NOISES

The fourth in a series of notes about noises from the Concordia Electronic Music
Studio, and from the CONCORDIA ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC COMPOSERS' GROUP (C.E.C.G.).

This evening1s concert, the fifth of Series I, features music by Concordia
composers, friends of Concordia, and a live performance by the group CECG-EGG 
the members of which are: John Wells, James Tallon, Dave Lindsay and Kevin Austin.

Daniel Feist works at CJFM, Alcides Lanza is the Director of the McGill University
Electronic Music Studio, Denis Lorrain lives in Paris, Barbara Golden lives in
San Francisco, Bernard Gagnon is freelance in Montreal, James Tallon works with
information.

Music has historically swung between being a performer~ art, and an art of
Imeaningl. In Mozart's time, in his operas, the singers were the important
element; in his Masses, the meaning was the important element. The sixties
saw a swing towards the importance of the composer's ideas as paramount, and
away from the performers interpretation in concert music, while in the pop
field, the rise of the SUPER-STAR was just starting. In the late seventies,
the role of the interpreter in concert music, returned to dominance, note
the meteoric rise in opera and opera SUPER-STARS. In the pop field, perhaps
somewhat started by Disco, performers have become grist for the production mill.
This began to an extent with The Beatles when they gave up live performance to
do records only. The record producer (not the engineer), decides what the
product will sound like. Sixteen, twenty-four, thirty-six channels of inhumanly
precise sounds are mixed and re-mixed until the producer's ideal is found. It
is put onto vinyl, and the listener cannot often even identify the source of
half of the sounds. For video, performers puppet themselves through multiple
takes to synch-tracks of their music.

The tape is cut, the sounds selected, the finished product assembled.
Todays performers look to the past, and return to music which they must take
an active part in. Handel with stylistic extemporization. The jazz of the
forties and fifties (one-take music, no over-dubs). What of the future?
(After all it is January.) Sophisticated machinery will move the studio sounds
back into real-time, and a whole 'newl (?) world of sounds will be there for
the performer.

Tomorrow evening, at 5pm, a great concert of electronic music at McGill. Don't miss i

Kevin Austin Director of Electronic Music Studio (C.E.C.G. 1983 - i - 16)
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Dream Cycle, for women's voices, children's voices, music box and

electronic sounds, was written in March, 1972, for the Wheaton College

Choir. The women's voices are the only live sounds, the others having

been recorded or created in the Wheaton Electronic Music Studio. (The

children-and their voices - are five-year-01ds at the Wheaton Nursery

School.)

The words are from the poem "Ragged and Eager" by Elizabeth Marsh;

the composition uses this text freely, changing the order of the words

as well as repeating and fragmenting phrases.

As the title indicates, this is a depiction of the dream - - as a

distortion (caricature) of the awakened state. And in a larger sense,

both the dream and the "daytime" experiences, as well as intermediate

states such as daydreaming and illusion, exist within the general

environment of this piece, with any state generating or containing

another (as for instance illusion giving rise to reality or a dream

including a daydream) . CA. C.)

"WATCH IT"

-DEDICATED TO MY FATHER-

Tim Deacon's film is the inspiration for this piece. "Watch It", is

in three parts, composed using Aries and Arp synthesizers, and one concrete

sound. Through tape manipulation, editing, head echo, and ring modulation,

I was able to achieve the various textures needed to sculpt this piece.

The contrasting colours were designed in close collaboration with Tim, in

suring maximum impact of themes within a visual medium, with emphasis on

the Viewer/Listener being ubiquitous and homogeneous.

First, a "Prelude for Sextet and AmDience~l, which-lasts approXimately

11 seconds, uses 5 sounds to compliment the single ambient one, while the

sixth, is the "coda". The treatment of ambient noise reinforces the

approach of omnipresence and creates equa1ibrium in the first and third

movements.



The "Bi-dimensional Attributes of a Ping-Pong Ball". the second

movement, lasts approximately 5 seconds ,and speaks for itself. and the

third and final movement. entitled "The Third and Final Movement". is

approximately 60 seconds. with a "pick-up" of the "coda" in retrograde.

which leads into a fused ambient sound. A chorus of 12 oscillators are

used to reinforce this concentration of sounds. Masking this. are certain

elements of tension. This is followed by a "trio" consisting of a com

plimentary pair of sounds combining with a ambient sequential pattern

functioning through a space-time continuum. This movement cadences with

the "Solar Wind" at our backs merging with a real-time concrete sound.

Final editing and mixdown was done using 6 tracks of 16 rom magnetic

film stock on November 16,1982 at Concordia University's, Visual Arts

Building.

With admiration to Tim Deacon (Animator).

and Special thanks to Kevin Austin.

Don Habib.

Hazel Ramage.

Roger Tyrrell of Concordia U., and

Hans Volamrt of "Helvetia Service~'

des Montres Ltee" (for his time

and equipment to derive the con

crete sound used in this piece).

Sam Borsuk.

L1ARCHITECTURE DE L1UQUAM was commissioned and completed in March 1981 for
the film UQAM by RM TARIENT, a student in Fine Arts

at Concordia. The film was completed in October1982. L1Architecture de llUQUAM

wa~ created as an aural interpretation of the images in the film using a Synthi A

in the Kaya Music Studio and mixed at the Electro-Acoustic Studio of Concordia

University. The piece attempts to explore the mutation from cold to warmth.
This presentation is a mix of the original stereo recording substituting for the

film's mono track.
D.L.



FIRST Pl?RFORMANCE
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Relationships between "windows" are coincidental and for contri'lst.
Each section is an event, a window for seperate interpretations.
The "views" through the panes ~ be distorted, be crystal clei'lr,
occlUded, covered in frost, seen through condensation or drawings in
dust. They are at different times of day and season and location.
They move through time, look out and look in. Whoever or whatever receives
information through the window is an incidental agent. It is the frame
through which the view. passes - interpretations would not exist without
a IIwindo\olln.

Eighteen units of differing material have been originated on a Rolland
Juno 6 and recorded. One half of these have been digitally delayed.
The material has been organi~ed and mixed down onto four channel tape.
Six sections are treated with overlays, three as canons. two as
background information for processing in performance, three left
untreated, four have live solo accompaniment with one performer for
each channel, two have four players, one has two.
Each section has been organized as an entity in itself.
The last piece is combined and extended to make two continuous sections.

Composed with twelve sections of approximately one minu~ duration each.

Recorded in January 1983 and mixed at the A.V. Dept,Loyi'lla Campus
Concordia University

'lWELVE WINDOWS - John Wells
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S I XB REA K An experiential work of the not too clearly

formally designed type, that could be seen as

running quasi-parallelistically to the nature and mandate of true reality.

The careful reader noting that the first sentence is not. (The second*?)

Impomderables for this excursion to Cawfee-Ian or Jons-lan. As usual,

10 to 15 minutes should be the nominal duration. The tuning of the band

may be considered as an optional obliggato to
'
-'tnis work. Or not.

s. E. Scape SUN Started in August 1982, this is one layer of a much

larger work of the general title Sea Scape. "Sun" was

composed using twelve descending oscillators, mUltiply recorded, producing

at times, the density of 192 oscillators. The single gesture is very

simple, descent. The work has a duration of a little over forty minutes.

The slides were taken while on various trips ~ Through the copying process._

five or six 'families' of images were produced. A range of filtering

techniques were explored, and at times the dividing line between the real,

the imaginary, and the abstract is obscured. For seagull with love.

Thanks to A.V.D. Loyola for facilities, sound and sight.



NOTES and NOISES

The fifth in a series of notes about noises from the Concordia Electronic Music

Studio, and the C.E.C.G (G.E.C.).

This evening's concert, the sixth of Series I, features music by Concordia

composers and friends, with CECG-EGG, with the assistance of Jill Bedoukian

and Irving Lustigman.

The relationship between visuals and sound. Many aspects explored tonight.

The score becomes performance becomes tape becomes performance with the score.

An animated film is prepared while the soundtrack is prepared. The animator

listens to the musician, the musician watches the animation.

An idea is born. It grows through visual analogy. It is debated in visual

terms. Sounds are prepared. Mixing and matching is done with visual aids.

The work is played with no visual component, except the musicians and the

listeners inner eyes. ( ••.••.. )

A film eXists. The composer starts music to go 'with' the film. The

music exists alone. The film exists alone. They exist together.

An idea exists. Sounds are realized. A photographic process is explored to

see if it will give results. The work exists with slides. The work exists

without slides. The slides are an adjunct to the sound.

The dates for the summer series of concerts of the C.E.C.G. have been set,

along with the dates for next year's series on Monday evenings. People

interested in having information sent totthem are asked to leave their

names addresses and POSTAL CODES, on the sheet near the"door.

The next two concerts will include works that are currently being composed

in the Electronic Music Studio. There dates are: Monday, March 7th (8:15 pm)

and Monday, April 18th (8:15 pm).

Kevin Austin Director of Electronic Music Studio (C.E.C.G. 1983 - ii - 07
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Pl us or Mi nus Two Seconds uses various short gestures for its compositional

material. With these sound fragments, a structure
has been created to accommodate synthesizer improvisations based upon one basic

treatment of a tuned sine tone.

The plece is in three movements. The first permits the four performers to .
enter the structure as a door is opened on their respective speakers. This is
heard as a short sound complex followed by a long sustained upward glissando to

which the players have previously tuned. The players weave among the complexities
of the tape, mimicing and drawing ideas from it, creating a foundation for the

sound structure.
The second movement is of a more sparse nature and permi~s the players to come
forward in the soundscape, and colour .the structure.
The third movement symbolizes the completion of the structure. Finishing touches
and decoration are provided by the ensemble. This section moves towards a final
unification of the material coming from the four speakers. The effect is one
a 'closing in' of the sound source, such that the final ge~ture occurs in the

centre of the space.
'Plus or Minus Two Seconds' was compl~ted and mixedin the eight tratk studio of
the Concordia University Audio Visual Department, Loyola Campus, on February 26,
1983. Instruments used were a JUNO SIX Polyphonic Digital Synthesizer, and a
Synthi A. (D.L.)

Break Seven Are you sure that you really want a programme note for this
piece? How about if I just tell you that it is about 15 minutes

long? Not enough? Well, how about if I just tell you that it is about every
thing in the entire world? Limit it? It's about rest, and peace, and ...
what?, enough? ... O.K. Jons to the right, coffee to the left, 15 minutes.

(Does this constitute a score?)



Early one Friday 6.05 mins. April 1981

A rewritten version of the end section of a tape produced for a
dance theatre piece by Odette Oliver and Tassy .Tweekman first
performed at Le Groupe de la Place Royale in Ottawa. A play
between naturally recorded and synthezised sounds evocative of
an 'awakening', or at least getting up in the morning and not going
to w:Jrk. .

(KA)

iph.e!:.e~,_Cb..ain~_,_CQ.r!:.iio!:.s_a.!ld_P.!s~ ..aSle was composed between 1970 and
the present: last night to be

It has been danced to by Elizabeth langley, {to whom it is
a controlled improvisational setting. The work, about 24 minutes

long, begariras a part of a study for a longer piece. This fragment was 17
minutes, and in the summer of 1979, I stretched it and added about six more
layers of sound. The original tape was created in the Electronic Music Studio
of McGill University, with the stretching being done in the State University
of New York at Potsdam. Last nights additions were done right here in AVD,Loyola.
Formally, the work is in four sections which overlap, which purely by accident
could be thought of as corresponding to the four parts of the title, (or at
least that is how I feel tonight. This is the first time t~at this idea has
struck me.) Sources were Moog synthesizer, Buchla systems, and accessories.

more precise.
.dedicated) ,~iin



SUMMER CONCERTS of ELECTRO ACOUSTIC MUSIC

Concordia University, Montreal, Faculty of Fine Arts, Music Department,
is presenting an extensive series of summer concerts, and the

CONCORDIA ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC COMPOSERS' GROUP (C.E.C.G.) is

inviting Canadian and other composers to submit electro-acoustic (tape)
compositions for inclusion in this series. (Technical details follow.)

This series of concerts, entitled

II THIRTY MILES of TAPE /

Quarante-huit kilometre de bande magnetique II

~ll take place on the Loyola campus of Concordia University
on four weekends during the summer of 1983. These out-of-doors
concerts will present tape pieces,-andworks for-tape and
live electro-acoustic ensemble. (C.E.C.G.- EGG)

Concerts will begin with a IIComposers' \~orkshop III, at which time,
tape pieces will be played. At around 3 o'clock, the main body of the
concerts will begin, featuring tape and tape and live compositions. At the
conclusion of this, the IIComposers' Workshop 11 11

, will round out the
afternoon with a final group of tape compositions.

The dates for these concerts are:
Saturday,
Sunday,
Monday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,
Friday,

Saturday,
Sunday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,

May 21
May 22
May 23

June 24
June 25
June 26

July 1
July 2
July 3
August 26
August 27
August 28

(Victoria Day)
(St. Jean~Baptiste Day)

(Canada Day)

Location: 7141 Sherbrooke St. W. Out-of-doors (Metro-Vendome Bus 105)

Hibachis will be provided if you care to bring food to cook.



SMALL CASH AWARDS for COMPOSERS of ELECTRONIC MUSIC

The CONCORDIA ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC COMPOSERS' GROUP (C.E.C.G.)

is offering six small awards of $150 each to composers whose works will
be played during the summer series of concerts at Concordia University.
(See attached sheet, or write for details.)

These six awards will be given to encourage the further creation of
electro-acoustic compositions.
Two of the awards have been made available by the university Development
Fund, and will be in the form of commissions for new works, by students
currently enrolled at Concordia University.
The other four awards are open to all entrants.

Two of the awards have been made available by a special grant from

C.A.P.A.C., to sponsor the growth of interest in this field, and two

more have been made available through a donation from the Montreal
publisher, les editions RHINO PRODS enr.

All tape works played during the summer (except works composed by members
of the jury), will be eligible. The members of the jury are the members
of 'EGG', the live ensemble of the Concordia Electro-acoustic Composers'
Group. (Kevin Austin, Dave Lindsay, James Tallon, and ·John ~~el1s).

Tapes should be submitted in the format specified on the attached sheet,
or if this sheet is missing, write for details.
Tapes will be accepted until Monday, August 22, 1983.

Tapes should be submitted to, and more information may by obtained from:

Kevi n Austin
Music Department RF-321
Concordia University Loyola Campus
7141 Sherbrooke St. W.
Montreal, Quebec
CANADA H4B lR6

1983 - ii - 25

Phone: (514) 482-0320 loco 614



TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Duration: no 'limit

Tape speed: 19 cm/sec ,(7t i.p.s.)

Format: t track Stereo
HEAD UP with 15 seconds of leader at both ends

on a 711 reel (or larger) large hub preferred

A programme note MUST be included - a minimum of four lines giving technical
and aesthetic information, date and location of composition.
A biographical note is optional. This informati~n may be in English and/or
French. It should be typed.
Thi s note will be reproduced - AS SUBMITTED - in the programme (s) .
Please include performing rights affiliation, (CAPAC or PRO), if any.

Tapes will not be returned, as we wish to be able to replay them in later
concerts.
The will be no un-authorized use of tapes what-so-ever.

Tapes should be submitted directly to, and more information may be obtained
frcm:

Kevin Austin
Music Department RF-321
Loyola Campus .,

Concordia University
7141 Sherbrooke St. w.
Montreal, Quebec
CANADA H4B lR6

Phone (514) 482-0320 lac. 614

Under certain circumstances, other formats of tapes may be accomodated,
e.g. 8 channel on til, quad 3 3/4 ips (dbx) cassettes. Inquire.

1983 - ii - 25
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FREE RUNNING CLOCKS (I) is an oxymoron, since clocks are anything but

free-running in the conventionally used sense.

Pulsed sounds are heard as pitch complexes, paired or grouped members, or as

sequential elements moving around the four channels. Their rate, envelope and

density change slowly. Attempts have been made through high frequency notch

filtering to produce the illusion that the sounds originate in a plane that is

not that of the loudspeakers. Produced as the first of a series in the Concordia

University A.V.D. (Loyola) studio in April 1983. K.A.

1~kigne morprofitte(1979)

Pocket calculators using LED displays etiJ.it a

significant RF(radio frequency) vlJhich easily upsets

the converter stage in an

studio (Loyola) ,

radio(a local oscillator

~ ::. ' - .

".r.;
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FREE RUNNING CLOCKS (I) is an oxymoron, since clocks are anything but

free-running in the conventionally used sense.

Pulsed sounds are heard as pitch complexes, paired or grouped members, or as

sequential elements moving around the four channels. Their rate, envelope and

density change slowly. Attempts have been made through high frequency notch

filtering to produce the illusion that the sounds originate in a plane that is

not that of the loudspeakers. Produced as the first of a series in the Concordia

University A.V.D. (Loyola) studio in April 1983. K.A.

fTekigne 'Tlorprofi tte (1979)

Pocket calculators using LED displays e'Tlit a

significant RF(radio fre~uen~y) which easily upsets

the converter stage in an A:T radio (a local oscillator I
in the radio operates at 455 khz).Beats produced from I
this encounter of a stable(radio)and unstable source~(calcUla~

. o~

ale used along with broadcast segnents to produce a

virtually non-political work of 'nass entertain'nent;

filters and tane techniques were also used.

Produced in a kitchen and repaired at the Concordia

studio(Loyola) .

"



BREAK 8 Carrying on with the maintenance of this new tradition. Break 8

could be considered to be. Similarly, it is, or might be possible

that Break 8 could be considered to be not. However; with a duration of about

fifteen minutes, this contentless piece should not be considered formless.

THE WEIRD ENTERTAINER (#1) is a work based upon linguistic and

psychological transformations. Composed

in the Electronic Music Studio here, the sound sources are basically concrete

in origin. (KA)

CLIPPERFIX - SUPERSONG is a collaborative work, in this realization, for

tape (four channel), and live electronics. Sound

sources were collected by the composers at various outdoor locations in and

around Montreal. The piece opens with sounds of children singing in a metro

station, which dissolves into a song. Children's voices are overdubbed through

these two sections. (In a later version, children's chorus will sing over

the bass line.) After a brief silence, rain and birds end the piece.

K.A.



NOTES and NOISES

,
The seventh in a series of notes about noises from the Concordia Electronic Music

Studio, and the C.E.C.G. (G.E.C.)

This evening's concert, the last in Series I, features music by new members of the

C.E.C.G., Denis L'Esperance, a former student at Concordia, and Jean-Robert Bisaillon,

currently working in the studio. Also, is a premiere of a collaborative work by the

C.E.C.G.'s (presently) youngest composers, Joshua Bedoukian, 9, and Tabitha Bedoukian,12.

A quick look back over this first year of concerts, shows compositions by more than

22 composers, more than forty pieces, and at least 18 premieres.

Form is not a major problem in pop music. There are both micro and macro-structural

norms. (Tonal harmonic structures, and songs with verses.) In electro-acoustic

music, form is a concern on quite a large scale, as there are no norms to speak of.

A basic type which exists is the arch, i.e. beginning - moving away - return to

similar (or the same) material. Another type is the sectionl form, something

happens, it stops; something else happens, it stops; etc.

In some ways, this sense of non-expectation is useful. It allows the composer

certain kinds of freedom, 'un-limited expression' (so to speak). It does on

the other hand have certain drawbacks. With no expectations, there are no surprises,

it is not possible to use the unusual when there is no usual.

Technical ideas can be explored. The resulting 'form' is as acceptable (to the

composer(?)) as any other resulting form. The idea (content) defines the form.

Works cannot be form-free any more than they can be content-free. (Excuses to 4'34".)

Literary types have allowed composers to develop new language-type {styles) 

clausula, opera, ballet, song (from the 14 th century to the present) .

Tonights works look at some of the problems presented by the current non-definition

of form in electro-acoustic music. Three things that can be heard by anyone, are

(i) how the piece begins (abrupt with a definite idea, or a fade-in to a less

clearly defined idea) (ii) how the piece ends (clearly stops, or a gradual fade out)

(iii) the use of silence (incidental, or none at all, as a marker between sections,

or for dramatic effect).

Given the rather wide range of languages in tonights concert, it is interesting that

the above questions can be applied equally non-prejudicially to all of the works.

(continued )



SUMMER CONCERTS of ELECTRO ACOUSTIC MUSIC

Concordia University, Montreal, Faculty of Fine Arts, Music Department,
is presenting an extensive series of summer concerts, and the

CONCORDIA ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC COMPOSERS' GROUP (C.E.C.G.) is

inviting Canadian and other composers to submit electro-acoustic (tape)
compositions for inclusion in this series. (Technical details follow.)

This series of concerts, entitled

II THIRTY MILES of TAPE /

Qua ran t e - hui t ki 10met re) deb and es mag net i ques II

Mll take place on the Loyola campus of Concordia University
on four weekends during the summer of 1983. These out-of-doors
concerts will present tape pieces, and works for tape and
live electro-acoustic ensemble. C.E.C.G. - EGG)

Concerts will begin with a IIComposers' t~orkshop III, at which time,
tape pieces will be played. At around 3 o'clock, the main body of the
concerts will begin, featuring tape and tape and live compositions. At the
conclusion of this, the IIComposers' Workshop 11 11

, will round out the
afternoon with a final group of tape compositions.

The dates for these concerts are:
Saturday, May 21
Sunday, May 22
Monday, May 23 (Victoria Day)

Friday, June 24 (St. Jean-Baptiste Day)

Saturday, June 25
Sunday, June 26
Friday, July t (Canada Day)

Saturday, July 2
Sunday, July 3
Friday, August 26
Saturday, August 27
Sunday, August 28

Location: 7141 Sherbrooke St. W. Out-of-doors (Metro-Vendome Bus 105)

Hibachis will be provided if you care to bring food to cook.



The summer series, "THIRTY MILES of TAPE Quarante-huit kilometres de

bandes magnetiques "

has its first two concerts indoors, here, on Friday the 20th of May, and Monday the

24th, starting at 7 p.m. (unless changed, watch the papers).

The dates for the other concerts are, June 24,25,26, July 1,2,3, and August 26,27,28.

They will all be out-of-d~o~s on this campus, starting at around lp.m. with tape

compositions, followed by live and live-electronic with tape, and then ending with

tape compositions.

Bring a blanket and some food. Hibachis will be provided to allow you to prepare

food.

Tapes are invited for these concerts, and there will be six $125 awards given to

composers whose works are played during this series, with the winners being

selected by the members of EGG (the live-electronic ensemble of the C.E.C.G.)

Next year's series here at Loyola will begin right here, on Monday, September 12

at 8:15 p.m., with Concert 2 of Series II on Monday, October 17.

Thank you

Kevin Austin: Director of Electronic Music Studio (C.E.C.G. 1983 - iv - 18)


